More intuitive admin interface

Part of IRC-Log from 20050709:

18:48:51 luci amette: imho the quickest fix for the Admin menu would be: 1. rename "Admin home" to "Admin Sections"
18:49:40 luci amette: 2. clicking Admin folder would bring you list with the same entries like when you expand the folder
18:50:53 luci 3. rename "Admin mods" entry to "Mods Admin" to prevent listing it as first entry since the menu is alphabetically sorted
18:50:57 amette luci : Yup, that sounds really clean - Admin Home should be moved to the top of the submenu then though
18:51:08 luci sure
18:51:36 amette Ah, just wanted to ask - yeah, alphabetical sort is bad here - I just looked at my menu and it took some time to find "Verwaltung Hauptseite" <- very much at the bottom
18:52:12 luci "Admin Sections" sounds logical to me because we use "Sections" in title bar there already anyway
18:52:41 luci amette: good point, thatÄ„â€˜why i fixed my language.php entry to "Administrace"
18:55:06 luci ok, we can consider removing that sorting stuff
18:55:42 amette What would be a good solution imho - It gives you e.g. the option to say "The third
entry in Admin menu"
18:55:52 luci maybe only the module one
18:55:56 amette And you can sort options by importance!
18:56:14 amette And I'm often confused, since my admin-account uses English and amette-account uses german
18:56:20 luci amette: not that easy, some appear depending on fetures enabled

From here on, was discussed, that Admin Items could/should be hidden, when the corresponding feature is not activated. I'm not too sure about that now - because like that you loose the ability to customize a feature and then afterwards activate/release it.
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All admin menu items have been duplicated to tiki-admin.php in Tiki 1.9.3 This is more efficient when using a site without right or left columns.
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I have to say that I'd second anything that make it more usable. I'd also like to suggest that you put something in there that points you to object permissions. Setting permissions for groups on objects isn't the most intuitive thing. Had I not stumbled it by accident looking for something else, I'd never have known where it was at
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